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Foreword / Introduction  

DECC Foreword  

This user consultation sets out proposals for changes to the frequency, format and content of 
DECC’s National Statistics on the Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation 
statistics. The aim of this consultation is to review the impacts of these proposals on key users 
of the statistics, as well as to improve DECC’s understanding on who uses the statistics, and 
for what purpose. 

 

The responses will be used alongside other sources of evidence to inform the following two 
National Statistics series: 

The headline release “Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation (ECO): monthly statistics” 

The detailed release “Domestic Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation Levels 
in Great Britain, Quarterly report” 

A summary of the consultation responses will be published by DECC within 12 weeks of the 
close the consultation. 

 

Who is this consultation for? 

This user consultation has no policy or operational implications. The proposals set out here are 
in relation to the statistical series which provide estimates on, and help monitor the delivery of 
DECC funded energy efficiency policies (Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation) as well 
as provide statistics on the long-running series of levels of insulation within homes. This 
consultation will affect users of the statistics, whether they are policy operators in national or 
local government, supply chain participants, academics, analysts or journalists. The proposals 
may affect users in different ways dependant on how they currently use the statistics, how 
often they use the statistics, and what the impacts are of having access to these statistics. 

A written response is required and should be submitted electronically. Please complete the 

following sections: 

Consultation Arrangements 

Annex A 

Annex B 
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General information 

Purpose of this consultation: 

This consultation is open to the general public and is seeking views from key stakeholders and 
users, regarding DECC’s National Statistics on the Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation 
and Insulation statistics. The purpose of this consultation is to review the impacts of the 
proposals, as set out in this document, on key users, as well as to improve DECC’s 
understanding on who uses the statistics. 

Issued: 20th August 2015 

Respond by: 30th September 2015 

Enquiries to: 
Home Energy Statistics Team 
Department of Energy & Climate Change, 
1st Floor Area D, 
3 Whitehall Place, 
London, SW1A 2AW 
 

Email: EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk  
Consultation reference: URN 15D/429 [Household Energy Efficiency Statistics User 
Consultation] 

Territorial extent: 

Great Britain 

 

How to respond: 

Your response will most useful if it is framed in direct response to the questions posed, and in 
respect of your responses to tables set out in Annex A, though further comments and evidence 
are also welcome. 

Please can you complete the section in the consultation arrangement section as well as 
responses to tables set out in Annex A. Please complete these sections and submit an 

electronic copy to EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk. Please make it clear on your 
response if you do not want your responses published, following the consultation, on gov.uk 
website. 

Also please complete ‘your details’ section in Annex B. 

 

mailto:EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk
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Additional copies: 

You may make copies of this document without seeking permission. An electronic version can 
be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/decc-household-energy-efficiency-
national-statistics-user-consultation 

Other versions of the document in Braille, large print or audio-cassette are available on 
request. This includes a Welsh version. Please contact us under the above details to request 
alternative versions. 

 

Confidentiality and data protection: 

Information provided in response to this consultation, including personal information, may be 
subject to publication or disclosure in accordance with the access to information legislation 

(primarily the Freedom of Information Act 2000, the Data Protection Act 1998 and the 
Environmental Information Regulations 2004).  

If you want information that you provide to be treated as confidential please say so clearly in 
writing when you send your response to the consultation. It would be helpful if you could 
explain to us why you regard the information you have provided as confidential. If we receive a 
request for disclosure of the information we will take full account of your explanation, but we 
cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. An 
automatic confidentiality disclaimer generated by your IT system will not, of itself, be regarded 
by us as a confidentiality request. 

We will summarise all responses and place this summary on the GOV.UK website. This 
summary will include a list of names or organisations that responded but not people’s personal 
names, addresses or other contact details. 

 

Quality assurance: 

This consultation has been carried out in accordance with the Government’s Consultation 
Principles. 

If you have any complaints about the consultation process (as opposed to comments about the 
issues which are the subject of the consultation) please address them to:  

DECC Consultation Co-ordinator  
3 Whitehall Place 
London SW1A 2AW  
Email: consultation.coordinator@decc.gsi.gov.uk  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/decc-household-energy-efficiency-national-statistics-user-consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/decc-household-energy-efficiency-national-statistics-user-consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?departments%5B%5D=department-of-energy-climate-change&publication_filter_option=consultations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consultation-principles-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consultation-principles-guidance
mailto:consultation.coordinator@decc.gsi.gov.uk
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Executive Summary 

The National Statistics need to reflect changing policy and on-going 

user needs 

The policies and needs of key users have evolved since the launch of the Green Deal and 
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) policies and the publications have had incremental 

increases to reflect changes to the current policies, new regular requests for information, and 
new policies launching over this period. For example the first monthly headline release in 
March 2013 contained just three tables, whereas the July 2015 release had 14 tables, 
reporting on newer aspects of the policy such as the Green Deal Home Improvement Fund 
(GDHIF). No tables have been removed since the series began and the frequency of release 
has also not changed. 

Background to this consultation; Getting to this stage 

Headline statistic series 

DECC has been publishing Official/National Statistics providing the latest available headline 
information on different elements of the Green Deal (GD) and ECO since March 2013 on a 
monthly basis. This includes the number of GD Assessments and GD Plans, measures 
installed through the Cashback scheme and GDHIF, as well as measures installed under ECO, 
a summary of ECO brokerage and an overview of the supply chain. Data on GD are presented 
to the end the previous month, whilst ECO is presented to the end of the month prior (two 
month lag). In total there have been 29 headline (monthly) releases (to July 2015 inclusive). 

Detailed statistic series 

Also DECC has been publishing Official/National Statistics on a quarterly basis providing 
further analysis and geographical breakdowns of published statistics on GD Assessments, 
Cashback, GDHIF, GD Plans and ECO measures, estimated carbon and energy savings from 
measures installed and supply chain activity. This detailed release also includes updated 
information about Local Authority Schemes (such as Green Deal Communities), ECO delivery 
costs and estimates of home insulation levels in Great Britain. This is presented as cumulative 
totals from the start of the policy through to the end of the latest quarter. There have been 
nine detailed (quarterly) releases since the first release in June 2013 (to June 2015 
inclusive). 

These statistics form a key component of the evidence base of household energy efficiency 
within the Department for Energy and Climate Change, industry, academia and the wider 
community. Administrative data come from a variety of sources (see Methodology note for 
details). 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/domestic-green-deal-and-eco-statistics-methodology-note
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Scope of the consultation and recent DECC policy announcements 

Please note that this consultation is in context of the current policies as reported in the 
statistical tables and releases currently being produced. This consultation is not consulting on 
statistics relating to any new/future policies. For example, this consultation is in relation to ECO 
statistical tables relating to the current phase of the Energy Company Obligation (ECO 1 and 
ECO 2) only. 

On 23 July 2015 DECC announced that there will be no further funding to the Green Deal 
Finance Company as well as to stop any future funding releases of the Green Deal Home 
Improvement Fund. This decision has no impact on existing Green Deal Finance Plans in the 
system or existing Green Deal Home Improvement Fund applications and vouchers. Therefore 
Plans currently in the system will continue to progress. Annex A sets out the current end 
reporting date (due to end of scheme) of each statistical table. This is based on what is known 
at the time of the consultation. 

 

 

Compatibility with the Consultation Principles 

These statistics have been accredited as National Statistics and the department has a duty to 
comply with the Statistics and Registration Service Act 2007, including the Code of Practice for 
Official Statistics.  

1.1. The Code states that the production, management and dissemination of official 
statistics should meet user needs and users are to be consulted before changes that 
affect statistics or publications are made.  

1.2. This consultation document and consultation process have been planned to adhere to 
the Consultation Principles issued by the Cabinet Office. The National Statistician and 
the Better Regulation Executive has been notified of this consultation. 

 

Consultation on the future shape of these National Statistics 

This document invites your comments on the plan for the future shape of the Green Deal and 
Energy Company Obligation National Statistics series. 

1.3 DECC is planning to make changes as part of its on-going aim to meet user needs, 
making best use of the data held centrally and offering more in-depth analysis. We are 
seeking views on how best we might do this whilst continuing to meet the needs of the 
department and other users. We are using this opportunity to help us ensure timely 
statistics on Household efficiency policies still meet user needs. 

1.4 This consultation is designed to engage users; we welcome comments on the 
approaches identified. To inform our decision, we would like to understand how the 
statistics are currently used as well as the impact of the likely changes on users. 
Therefore, respondents are asked to complete the “your details” section in Annex B. 

1.5 All responses will be considered in the context of the aims and objectives of the
 department; the financial budget; resource implications and coherence constraints. 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/green-deal-finance-company-funding-to-end
http://www.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/assessment/code-of-practice/
http://www.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/assessment/code-of-practice/
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Why DECC have decided to consult now 

Since the start of the Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation policies DECC have not 
consulted on the headline or detailed National statistic series which have been produced to 
monitor activity of these. In that time the statistical series have increased in scope and detail. 
User consultations are required if there are any significant changes or to remove statistics from 
a National Statistics series. The following reasons are why DECC have decided to run a user 
consultation now. 

1.6 The policies being reported on, are within the third year of being operational. The Green 
Deal was launched on 28 January 2013 in England and Wales and on 25 February 
2013 in Scotland. The Energy Company Obligation (ECO) started on 1 January 2013 in 
Great Britain. As we are no longer at the introductory stage of the policies, the type of 
information we make available and the demand for frequent updates for some of the 

published statistics series has changed compared to the earlier stages of the policies. 

1.7 On 23 July 2015 DECC announced policy changes relating to the future of the Green 
Deal. As the National Statistics were related to these policies it is a sensible time to 
consult users on what they still want DECC to continue reporting on. We are consulting 
now before new policies are announced and implemented and duly reported on (within 
this National Statistic series).  

1.8 We have not previously run a user consultation related to these National Statistics and 
this is a good opportunity to find out more about who uses our statistics, and how they 
have used them. As the series have been published for over two years there should be 
a number of examples of how these statistics are regularly being used and what is 
reliant on these statistics. 
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Catalogue of consultation questions 

DECC propose to reduce the frequency of the headline statistics 

release and change the format 

Proposals 1a, 1b and 1c are in relation to the current headline (monthly) release. The following 
points are some of the main reasons of implementing these changes. 

1.9 The policies being reported on, are within the third year of being operational. As we are 

no longer at the introductory stage of the policies, we propose moving the frequency to 
a quarterly schedule.  

1.10 Moving the headline series to a quarterly release would mean more comprehensive 
data (due to data lags) and this should lead to fewer revisions. Currently, due to 
frequency of the administrative data used, revisions to data on a month on month basis 
are common. If data were only published every quarter, it would allow the statistics 
production team to implement data revisions (for the first two months of the quarter) 
within the data processing period and therefore result in fewer revisions to the published 
numbers. It also allows more time to check any issues that may arise (which cannot be 
addressed within the current timescales, circa 12 working days), and/or allow for data to 
be cross-checked against other data sources that arrive within the production quarter). 

1.11 DECC propose changing the format of the headline release to an Excel only 
(spreadsheet) release i.e. .xlsx and .xls format. This would remove most of the main 
commentary and charts, and present results just as tables with some commentary. This 
is because the statistical series have become more stable (less uncertain) compared to 
at the start of the schemes when the information on the policies was new to users, and 
demand on the interpretation of the figures was greater. One of the main advantages of 
this is to create a more succinct release, which highlights the key headline numbers. 

The proposals and key questions relating to this are set out below. 

Proposal 1a – change frequency of headline release from monthly to quarterly (still containing 
the same periodicity of the figures)*. 

 

Proposal 1b – change format of the headline release to an Excel only (spreadsheet) release. 

 

Proposal 1c – seek views on which tables to remain in this collection, as set out in Annex A 

*There are two statistical tables which we are not proposing to move to a quarterly publishing 
cycle. These are tables 6 and 6a from the headline release (“Provisional number of ECO 
measures installed, by obligation, by installation month” and “Provisional number of ECO 
measures installed, by measure type, by obligation”). We propose that we continue to publish 
these on a monthly basis. See Annex A for full list of tables currently released in the headline 
report. 
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Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation (ECO): Headline 
(monthly) statistics 

Consultation Question 

1. Frequency - Is a monthly release too frequent? Would monthly breakdowns released 
on a quarterly basis for headline figures still meet your user needs, and if not, why? 

Consultation Question 

2. Frequency - Would changing the frequency of the updates on GD and ECO to a 

quarterly schedule have any major impacts on your uses and requirements of these 

statistics? If so, what are the impacts and specifically what tables are your impacts 

dependent on? 

Consultation Question 

3. Format - Are you in favour of changing the format to an Excel only release. Do you 

require detailed commentary or do you usually just consult the tables? Would this 

approach still meet your user needs? 

Consultation Question 

4. Content - Which tables in the releases are of most and least value to you? Are there any 

tables that you would consider removing? Please provide responses against each of the 

respective table headings in the table contents presented in Annex A. 

Consultation Question 

5. Would you be affected if the department were to adopt any of these proposed 

approaches? If so, please explain how, using examples on the way you use the data to 

provide evidence supporting your response. 

 

DECC propose to reduce the frequency of the detailed statistics 

release and ensure the content reflects user needs 

1.12 Proposals 2a and 2b are in relation to the current detailed (quarterly) release. DECC 
propose moving the detailed release to an annual cycle. The release reports detailed 
findings on a cumulative basis. As such adding one additional quarter to a long standing 
series means that very little change is reported from one release to the next. Moving to 
an annual cycle will show more change, and also allow DECC to provide further in-
depth analysis. It is intended to gradually widen the scope of the more detailed release 
to provide more detail on other domestic energy efficiency schemes; so by releasing 
less frequently it would allow more time to align with other energy efficiency statistical 
releases. 

1.13 Another advantage of changing the frequency of the detailed release from a quarterly 
release to an annual release is that it also means DECC would have more 
comprehensive data (due to data lags), resulting in fewer revisions. This is the same 
advantage as detailed for reducing frequency of the headline (monthly) report in para 
1.10. 
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1.11 Another reason to change the frequency to an annual update is that a number of 
statistics produced in this series are reliant on other data sources which are only 
updated and available on an annual basis. For example it is reliant on National Statistics 
from the English Housing Survey for modelling purposes and for comparison figures of 
the housing stock. It also relies on annual sub-regional household figures from the 
Department for Communities and Local Government, for adjustment of figures per 
number of households for the geographical breakdown tables. 

1.12  Proposal 2b is in respect of the content of what is included in the detailed release, as 
well as considering which tables could be moved to the headline release, and which 
could be removed entirely from future releases. See Annex A for full list of tables 
currently released in the detailed report. 

 

Proposal 2a – change frequency of detailed release from quarterly to annual (providing 
cumulative totals to date, and quarterly breakdowns on non-sub-regional tables), on a calendar 
year basis. 
 

Proposal 2b – seek views on which tables to remain in this collection, as set out in Annex A. 

 

Domestic Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation 
Levels in Great Britain, Detailed (Quarterly) report 

Consultation Question 

6. Frequency and content - Would you prefer if the detailed series (if it were to be moved 

to an annual series) presented statistics showing year on year comparisons and/or 

quarterly breakdowns of non-sub-regional tables rather than cumulative totals? 

Consultation Question 

7. Format - Keeping the format of this release to a word document with accompanying 

Excel tables, will provide a platform to continue with a commentary section including, 

charts and maps. How do you currently use this release? Is it your preference to move 

this to an Excel only release with minimal commentary? 

Consultation Question 

8. Content - By moving to an annual publication it would allow DECC statisticians to 

explore the datasets further, and run more analysis and one-off case studies. Is this 

something that you would be interested to see?  

Consultation Question 

9. Content - Which tables in the releases are of most and least value to you? Are there 

any tables that you would consider removing or moving to the other (more frequent) 

release? Please provide responses against each of the respective table headings in 

the table contents presented in Annex A. 
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Consultation Question 

10. Content - Are you mainly interested in a specific scheme / aspect of energy efficiency 

or are you interested to see more covered on other policy areas? DECC are open to 

any ideas on which aspects of domestic energy efficiency the release should cover. 

Please describe your ideas, detailing how the approach would meet your analytical 

needs. 

 

 

Further information 

The methodology note and background quality report accompanying statistical releases on the 
Domestic Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation can be read here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/domestic-green-deal-and-eco-statistics-methodology-
note 

Further details of the GD and ECO policies can be found in the Annex section of the National 
statistic releases: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/green-deal-and-energy-company-obligation-eco-
statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/domestic-green-deal-and-eco-statistics-methodology-note
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/domestic-green-deal-and-eco-statistics-methodology-note
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/green-deal-and-energy-company-obligation-eco-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/green-deal-and-energy-company-obligation-eco-statistics
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Consultation Arrangements 

The following section lays out how to respond to this consultation 

Before any firm decision is taken on the implementation of these changes we are carrying out 
a user consultation lasting 6 weeks, during which time we welcome any views, questions and 
concerns you might have about the proposals. 

• Once the consultation period has ended, we will collate the responses received and will 
publish a note informing users of the final decision.  

• Please make it clear on your response if you do not want your responses published, 
following the consultation, on gov.uk website. 

• We will accept and register written responses received through other media, such as by 
email or letter. Please do not telephone DECC with your response, as only written submissions 
will be accepted. 

• You may send consultation responses to EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk or 
send paper responses to:  

Home Energy Statistics team, DECC, Area 1D, 3 Whitehall Place, London, SW1A 2AW 

Please provide answers and comments in the boxes below: 

Please provide answers and comments related to proposal 1a, 1b and 1c (questions 1-5) 
in the box below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:EnergyEfficiency.Stats@decc.gsi.gov.uk
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Please provide answers and comments related to proposal 2a and 2b (questions 6-10) 
in the box below: 

 

 

Please provide any other general feedback (please give us any further feedback on 
any aspects of this consultation, including more information about your reasoning, 
particularly on your responses to contents list in annex A): 
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Annex A: Content of the statistical releases 

DECC is consulting on the content of the headline and detailed 

releases. 

Proposals 1c and 2b are to review the on-going need for the statistical tables that are 
published and the frequency of their release. 

Below is a list of all the statistical tables currently produced. For each table you have a choice 
as to which release you would like the table to be included in (which will then determine the 
frequency of its production), or to remove it i.e. no longer published.  

1.13 Please mark the boxes in the columns with your choice.  

1.14 You don't need to provide response to every table, just the key ones you use or have 
views on. Please explain your decision. 

1.15 Each table also includes its current end reporting date. This is to show when the current 
schemes are scheduled to end (taking into account data lags). For example the current 
phase of the Energy Company Obligation (ECO 1 and ECO 2) is due to finish at the end 
of March 2017; DECC will receive the final extract of ECO measures data in May 2017, 
which is when the final statistics on the scheme can be published. Please note DECC 
will cease publication of statistics relating to a particular energy efficiency policy scheme 
once final extracts of administrative data on that scheme have been processed and 
published. 

1.16  The dates shown in the table under “Reported until (due to end of scheme)” are based 
on expected end dates of ECO, GDHIF and Green Deal Communities known at the time 
of the user consultation. Therefore these dates are subject to change.  
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Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation (ECO): Headline statistics release   

Publish 
monthly 

Keep in 
headline 

(quarterly) 
release 

Move to 
detailed 
(annual) 
release  

Remove 

Reported 
until (due 
to end of 
scheme) 

Table 1 
Provisional number of measures installed through ECO, Cashback, using Green Deal 
finance or Green Deal Home Improvement Fund by month of installation N/A       No end date 

Table 1a 
Provisional number of individual households that have had measures installed 
through ECO, Cashback, using Green Deal finance or GDHIF, by month of installation N/A       

No end date 

Table 2 Number of Green Deal Assessments and cumulative total, by month N/A       No end date 

Table 3 Number of Green Deal Plans in unique properties, cumulative total, by month N/A       No end date 

Table 3a 
Number of measures installed using Green Deal finance, and cumulative total, by 
installation month N/A       

No end date 

Table 3b Number of measures installed using Green Deal finance N/A       No end date 

Table 4 
Number and value of Cashback vouchers paid, and cumulative total, by installation 
month, England and Wales only N/A N/A N/A N/A Ended 

Table 4a 
Number of measures installed with Cashback, at the end of the Cashback Scheme, 
England and Wales only N/A N/A N/A N/A Ended 

Table 5 
Number and value of Green Deal Home Improvement Fund vouchers paid, and 
cumulative total, by installation and payment month, England and Wales only N/A       April 2016 

Table 5a 
Number of measures installed through Green Deal Home Improvement Fund, 
England and Wales only N/A       April 2016 

Table 6 Provisional number of ECO measures installed, by obligation, by installation month         May 2017 

Table 6a Provisional number of ECO measures installed, by measure type, by obligation         May 2017 

Table 7 Number of ECO brokerage auctions and total amount traded, by month N/A       April 2017 

Table 8 
Number of accredited Assessor organisations, individual Advisors, Green Deal 
Providers and Installer organisations, cumulative totals by month N/A       No 

 

Key   

N/A Table not for consideration to be published on monthly basis 

N/A Table no longer updated as the policy scheme has ended so there are no further updates 
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Section 1 - Domestic Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation Levels in Great Britain 

Keep in 

detailed 

(annual) 

release 

Move to 

headline 

(quarterly) 

release 

Remove 

Reported 

until (due to 

end of 

scheme) 

Table 1.1 Number of Green Deal Assessments by Energy Efficiency Band       No end date 

Table 1.2 Number of Green Deal Assessments by Property Type       No end date 

Table 1.3 Number of Green Deal Assessments by tenure       No end date 

Table 1.4 Number of Green Deal Assessments by whether property is on or off the Mains Gas Grid       No end date 

Table 1.5 

Number of improvements recommended in Green Deal Assessments by measure type 

(grouped)       

No end date 

Table 1.5a Number of improvements by measures recommended in Green Deal Assessments       No end date 

Table 1.5b Number of improvements recommended per Green Deal Assessment       No end date 

Table 1.6 Number of Green Deal Assessments lodged by region       No end date 

Table 1.6a Number of Green Deal Assessments lodged by administrative area       No end date 

Table 1.6b Number of Green Deal Assessments lodged by Parliamentary Constituency       No end date 

Table 1.7 Number of 'live' Green Deal Plans by Region       No end date 

Table 1.7a Number of 'live' Green Deal Plans by administrative area       No end date 

Table 1.7b Number of 'live' Green Deal Plans by Parliamentary Constituency       No end date 

Table 1.7c Number of 'live' Green Deal Plans by tenure       No end date 

Table 1.8 

Number of Green Deal Assessments delivered under the Pioneer Places Project, by Pioneer 

Place Area       Ended 

Table 1.9 

Provisional number of properties with energy efficiency work delivered under Core Cities 

Project, by Core City Area       Ended 

Table 1.9a 

Provisional number of energy efficiency measures installed under Core Cities Project, by 

measure type       Ended 

Table 1.9b 

Provisional number of properties with energy efficiency work installed under Green Deal 

Communities Programme, by project area       March 2017 

Table 1.9c 

Provisional number of energy efficiency measures installed under Green Deal Communities 

Programme, by measure type       March 2017 

Table 1.10 Number of Cashback vouchers paid by region, at the end of Scheme, England and Wales       Ended 
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Table 1.10a 

Number of Cashback vouchers paid by administrative area, at the end of the Cashback Scheme, 

England and Wales       

Ended 

Table 1.10b 

Number of Cashback vouchers paid by Parliamentary Constituency, at the end of the Cashback 

Scheme, England and Wales       

Ended 

Table 1.10c 

Number of Cashback vouchers paid by tenure, at the end of the Cashback Scheme, England and 

Wales       

Ended 

Table 1.10d Number of Green Deal Home Improvement Fund vouchers paid by region, England and Wales       April 2016 

Table 1.10e 

Number of Green Deal Home Improvement Fund vouchers paid by administrative area, 

England and Wales       April 2016 

Table 1.10f 

Number of Green Deal Home Improvement Fund vouchers paid by Parliamentary Constituency, 

England and Wales       April 2016 

Table 1.10g Number of Green Deal Home Improvement Fund vouchers paid by tenure, England and Wales       April 2016 

Table 1.11 

Provisional number of ECO measures by ECO obligation by region and total number of unique 

properties benefitting from ECO       June 2017 

Table 1.11a Provisional number of ECO measures by ECO obligation by administrative area       June 2017 

Table 1.11b Provisional number of ECO measures by ECO obligation by Parliamentary Constituency       June 2017 

Table 1.11c Provisional number of households in receipt of ECO measures by region       June 2017 

Table 1.11d Provisional number of households in receipt of ECO measures by administrative area       June 2017 

Table 1.11e Provisional number of households in receipt of ECO measures by Parliamentary Constituency       June 2017 

Table 1.12 Provisional number of ECO measures by main fuel type and ECO obligation       June 2017 

Table 1.12a 

Provisional number of households in receipt of ECO measures by property type and ECO 

obligation,        June 2017 

Table 1.12b Provisional number of households in receipt of ECO measures by tenure and ECO obligation       June 2017 

Table 1.12c 

Provisional number and percentage of ECO measures traded through brokerage by month and 

ECO obligation,       June 2017 

Table 1.12d Estimated bill savings for Affordable Warmth measures installed by month       June 2017 

Table 1.13 Estimated ECO delivery costs as reported by energy suppliers       June 2017 

Table 1.13a Estimated average ECO delivery costs as reported by energy suppliers       June 2017 

Table 1.14 ECO Brokerage Auction clearing prices by ECO obligation by auction       June 2017 
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Table 1.15 

Estimated carbon and energy savings relating to measures installed through ECO, Cashback, 

Green Deal Home Improvement Fund and Green Deal Plans       

No end date 

Table 1.16 

Number of accredited Assessor organisations, Green Deal Providers, and Installer 

organisations' reporting where they would operate, by Lower Tier Local Authority       

No end date 

 

  

       

 

Section 2 - Estimates of home insulation levels in Great Britain - Since March 2013 
Keep in 

detailed 

release 

Move to 

headline 

release Remove 

Reported 

until (due to 

end of 

scheme) 

Table 2.1 Insulated homes in Great Britain       N/A 

Table 2.2 Insulated homes in Great Britain by source       N/A 

Table 2.2a Government scheme delivery       N/A 

Table 2.3 Cavity wall insulation       N/A 

Table 2.4 Loft insulation       N/A 

Table 2.5 Solid wall insulation       N/A 

Table 2.6 

Cavity wall insulation remaining potential (including a split by easy and hard to treat 

properties)       

N/A 

Table 2.7 Loft insulation remaining potential (including a split by easy and hard to treat properties)       N/A 

           

Annex C - Household Energy Efficiency Schemes 
Keep in 

detailed 

release 

Move to 

headline 

release Remove 

Reported 

until (due to 

end of 

scheme) 

Table C1 

Provisional number of individual households that have had measures installed through ECO, 

Cashback, using Green Deal Finance, GDHIF, benefitting from Feed-in Tariffs, Renewable Heat 

Premium Payment, Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive, by quarter of installation       

No end date 
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Annex B: Your details 

This user consultation requires you to provide some basic information 

relating to you.  

This section is to help improve DECC’s understanding on who uses these statistics. 
Information in this section will not be published, will be handled securely and not shared with 
any third parties. 

 

Please fill boxes to the right hand side:  

Name 
 

 

Organisation 
 

 

Telephone number 
 

 

Email address 
 

 

Postal address 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Are you are responding as an individual or representing the views of an organisation? 

 

1.3.  

1.4.  

 

What sector do you work in? Please put an ‘X’ in the relevant box 

Academic / research  

Voluntary  

Business – energy related  

Business – other [please specify]  

Journalists / Media  

Local or regional government / public organisation  

National government department / organisation  

International organisation  

Other – [please specify]  
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